The Classroom
and Beyond

Storage solutions allow for tablets, Chromebooks and e-readers
to be organized, fully charged and ready for classroom use.

Brand-able Tablet Display
Floor Stand

Tablet floor stand with a customizable panel is
the ideal digital display solution for cafeterias,
sporting events or class registration; quick,
hassle-free assembly allows for easy school
deployments.
*Ask your rep. for all BrandMe models

Back to School
Best Sellers
Tablet and Laptop Security

The Rise iPad Kiosk

Tamper-proof secure display solution with full cable management
and adjustable screen positions for viewing or typing; every
teachers best friend as it converts the iPad into an interactive
presentation tool for the classroom.
*Ask your rep. for all Rise models
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MacMini & AppleTV Mount
Charge & Sync Storage Cart

Designed for learning environments for transporting devices
around school, it can securely store up to 32 tablets and other
mobile computing devices including iPad, Samsung Galaxy and
select laptops. SKU: CL-SOLO, CL-UNO, CL-DUO

ChargeBox Tablet Locker

A minimalist solution to secure and charge up to 10 tablets with an
integrated 10-port USB hub, for smaller classrooms or department
device management. SKU: CHRGBOX108

Security Enclosure Mount that can
be fixed to any flat surface with the
standard 75 or 100 VESA mount holes;
can be safely screwed to a wall, desk,
underside of a table or cabinet.
SKU: ATVEN35 (4th generation Apple TV),

ATVEN73, MMEN76

iMac Lock Plate

High security iMac security
swivel Plate Lock provides
outstanding theft and safety
protection for the iMac.
SKU: CL88

Tablet Time
Durable tablet security solutions
that are built to last and keep
them “schoolyard safe”.

Love Your
Laptop

* Suitable for
all computing
devices

The widest range of innovative laptop and tablet security solutions
to empower teachers and maximize students’ learning experience.

Universal Blade Lock

Renowned for its simplicity, comfort, and security, this universal
bracket with an ultra-strong retractable locking slot improves airflow
and creates a more ergonomic experience for long study sessions.
SKU: BLD01KL, BLD01CL

MacBook Hardshell Case

Combination
Cable Lock
SKU: CL37

Universal Laptop Locks

Extra MacBook protection to prevent
scratches and dents that
naturally occur when transporting the
laptop between classrooms

Slim steel cable lock for all standard
security slots to increase laptop
productivity while improving on
teaching and learning.

SKU: MBA11CSCRYS, MBA13CSCRYS,

*Comparible to Kensington lock slot

MBPR15CSCRYS, MBPR13CSCRYS

Keyed Cable
Lock
SKU: CL15

Security Case Bundle

A hardened polymer case for all-day
tablet protection which meets the
needs of the modern digital classroom.
With its rotating kickstand, it is great
for hands-free movie watching….
and typing up notes.

ACCESSORIES
5-Port USB Charging Dock

5 Smart USB ports and 2 universal AC
sockets allow students & teachers to
simultaneously charge all their
devices, perfect for any classroom.
SKU: 5PUSBDKS

Tablet Battery Power Bank

Keep your mobile devices fully charged
anywhere, all the time. Simultaneously
charges up to two mobile devices so
you are always connected.
SKU: PBLIP10KW

Armored Glass Screen Shield
Maclocks Premium Screen Protector
is scratch resistant so no matter what
else you throw in your school bag, the
tablet screen will stay intact and clear.

*Ask your rep. for iPhone, iPad, Galaxy or Surface model

SKU: IPADAIRBB, IPADAIRCB, IPADAIRRSBB,

IPADAIRRSCB

Ledge MacBook Lock
The world’s smallest, most
revolutionary MacBook
security cable lock adapter
so the MacBook can be left
alone in the dorm room
worry-free!

Ledge Cable Locks

Edge Tablet Protective Band

Lock Slot
Adapter

Keyed
Cable Lock
SKU: MBA11BUN, MBA13BUN

MBPR13BUN, MBPR15BUN

Clear Case

Combination
Cable Lock
SKU:

MBALDG01CL
MBPRLDG01CL

Keyed
Cable Lock
SKU:

MBALDG01KL
MBPRLDG01KL

Ergonomically designed “grab and go” tablet solution with a
secure dock stand and an adjustable hand strap so even the
smallest hands can comfortably carry the tablet between classes.

A strong, cushioned rubber add-on
protects the tablet from everyday
wear and tear without unnecessary
bulk or weight and its thin profile fits
most charging carts.

SKU: 189BGRPLCK

SKU: BNDIPS2, BNDIPA, BNDIPM, BNDIPP

Tablet Hand Grip and Dock

